
INTRODU CTI (N 

The importance of regional studies in providing a 

comprehensive framework for the writing of Indian History 

has been recognised for a long time. The Indian subcontinent 

displays considerable diversity in geography, language, 

culture and economic conditions. It is not surprising that 

a general theory which can explain all the regional variati'ons 

in the sccial and economic development of India has proved 

elusive. However, detailed regional studies that have been 

undertaken recently are useful in throwing light into a number 

of problems that a student of history faces while analysing 

the socio-economic structure of a particuiar period or the 

character of a social mov~ment. Such studies have ~lso 

demonstrated the complexities involved in applying an accepte 

historical concept or category in a specific regional conte~~· 

Studies in Kerala history have reached maturity only 

during recent years. Students of south Indian history have 
an 

treated Kerala merely as; adjunct of the Tamil country. 

Even such a reputed historian as K.A. Nilakanta Sastri 
I 

in his 'History'of South India• devotes only a few pages to 

the history of Kerala. On the other hand, the students 

of Kerala history themselves have implicitly accepted the' 

'; 
legends and traditions and gave importance only to the pol~-

1 

tical hi~tory of Kerala of the last two hundred years or so. 
: 'I 
I IIi 

The study of social and economic conditions, particularly in 
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pre-british Kerala were limited to the repetition of the 

obse·rvations made by Logan and other British or Indian officials. 

The usefulness of such· c:bservations are beyond doubt; at 

'::.he same tirne they have not been s•..1bjected to careful analysis 

with the help of available doc'..lment from pre-british times. 

All this implies that a definite and coherent picture of 

the developnent of social and economic conditions of Keral:a 

is yet to emerge. 

A beginning in this direction was made by Elamkulam 

P.N. Kunjan Pillai, who made use of the stone inscriptions 

and copper plates that were being collected and transcribed 

from 19th century, to reinterpret the social and political 

developments of early medieval Kerala1 (8th -12th centuries 

A.D.) Eis arguments that the region now called Kerala came 

under a centralised monarchy, which was called by the name 

•Kulasekhara Empire• during this period, gained acceptance 

as it was substantiated by some rigorous.· reasoning using 

primary sources. Kunjan Pillai continued his extremely useful 

studies by providing explanations for the peculiarities of.·.i'the 

pre-british Kerala society, such as ~anmi syst~m matrilineal 

of inheritance and the role of the temples thus apparently 

filling a large void in the studies of Kerala hitherto under-

taken. Even some of the weaknesses and inaccuracies of his 

arguments were ignored because his studies, for the first 

time, p·..1t Kerala in the map of the students of Indian Hi story 

as a separate region with its distinctive features. The social 

ethos in Kerala during the 1950s and 60s (Kunjan Pillai did 

most of his work then) when Travancore-Cochin and Malabar. 
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were combined to form a new state and strategies for the 

development of Kerala were being discussed and popular move-

ment organised, also helped Kunjan Pillai • s, arguments gaining 

acceptance. 

Kunjan Pillai•s studies also created a wave of enthusiasm 

j for the study of Kerala History. Fresh studies on pre-british 

Kerala society and polity discovered inaccuracies and sometimes 

faulty reasoning on the part of Kunjan Pillai: The much glo

rified Kulasekhara Empire was brought back to the earth in 

form of a more modest, later Chera kingdom and the~dea of 

centralised monarchy was replaced by the idea of kings govern-

ing with the approval of the brahmans. Similarly Kunjan 

Pi llai' s ideas on the origin of the Janmi system and Matrilineal, 
' ' 

system •.vas also discussed resulting in fresh studies on the 

role of the brahmanas and temples and the nature of agrarian 

relations during the early medieval period. 
2 

Attempts to 

characterise the social formation of pre-british Kerala were 

also made, which generated discussions on the emergence of 

the faudal mode of production in Kerala. Problems of the 

relation between caste and class in ~e-british Kerala also 

has become a controversial subject.
3 

studies in the history of Kerala during the late 

medieval period i.e. 16th - 18th centuries along similar 

lines as early medieval times, are still in the infant stage. 

Historians of Kerala have treated the late medieval Kerala in 

tr~rms of tLe European powers who established control over the 

West Coast, such as the •Portugaese period•. The Dutch 



Period and tne"British Period". 4 The importance of the 

~ relations of -the people of Kerala with European powers is 

unquestionable but studies on the subject are conducted 

without an adequate understanding of the changes that were 

taking place vli thin Kerala society. Even crucial questions 

like the growth of land*ord -tenant relations in Kerala 

particularly the evolution of Janmam and KaQam which was 

st•J.died by the British administrators have been relatively 

ignored. Although considerable importance is given to the 

political history of this period, the structure of late medieval 
. 

Kerala polity '"ith emphasis on the process of State formation. 

has beeri rarely discussed. Even Blamkulam Kunjan Pillai 

has been able to provide only a sketchy acco'.lnt of the growth 

of the Janmi system in the late medieval period.
5 

The absence of detailed studies on late medieval Kerala 

has resulted in speculation on the stagnant, degenerate 

society ridden by endless political conflicts which fell easy 

prey to the European powers. The political crises in Cochin 

and VeQad during 17th century and Calicut during 18th, have 

been cited as evidence, for such a perspective. Although the 

problems faced by the three major kingdoms in Kerala during 

late medieval period were serious, a systematic attempt has 

not been made to study the problems and explain why they 

occured. This has led to the general impression that the 

rulers of the 1tlest coast were passive, financially weak 

kings dependent almost entirely on overseas trade and hence/ 
j, 

s'.lsceptible to the ·machinations of the cunning and ruthless 
I I 

European traders. 
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Similar problems are also at the root of the arguments 

on the modernisation of Kerala society. The accession of 

~ r.:artanda Varma in Travancore .flf the British domination of 

t--lalabar are regarded as events that ushered in a new epoch 

in the development of the social and economic relations in 

6 the resr~ctive regions. Modernisation has been explained in 

terms of administrative changes and economic reforms from 

vf(abcve, witho~t a serious examination cf the economic and poli

\ tic/al setting in which such changes are brought about; 

This can be seen as a weakness of the political and adminis-

trative histury which deals with society and economy as an 

adjJct of the political framework. Hence, the british 

settlement of the janmis and tenants of t-lalabar appear 

suddenly as an administrative act, so does Martandavarma's 

suppression of the Madampi nobles and survey of lands. 

jsocial change is not an administrative act, and hence, the 

antecedents of such administrative acts will have to be exa-

mined carefully before pronouncing judgements on such reforms. 

A systematic examination of the growth of Kerala society 

dnd its trdns(ormation, if any, durinCJ later medievdl period 

will be necessdry. 

It is also necessary to develop a coherent perspective 

on the relation between the social and economic structure of 

late medieval kerdla, and the nature of political <.i'.lthority 

in order to explain why certain administrative reforms were 

carried out at a given moment in history. 

The Problem 

Travancore is one of the major subregions in medieval 

Kerala. The history of Travancore frcm early medieval times 
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has preserved a certain continuity, ,as the kingdom of 

Ve~ad until late medieval times and as the kingdom of 

Travancore wluch continued as a native state under the 

british. It also displayed most of the features characteristic 

to the medieval Kerala society, such as domination of temples 

and brahmanas) militarism, matrilineal system of inheritance 

and a hierarchical order,of landlord-tenant relations. It 

went through a political crisis like other parts of Kerala 

in late nedieval period and the crisis was brought to an 

end by the reforms of t-1artanda Varma, the founder of the 

modern state of Travancore. 

Detcti ls of the political events in medieval Travancore 

and a general idea of the social and economic conditions 

in the region are already available.
7 

However, an exarnina-

i 
ti on of the works on Travancore shov1s that they give importance 

to t~1c course of events from the time of Martanda Varma: 

As a result, the account of the conditions prior to Martanda 

Varma axe at best very general and confined to political 

events. Hany events that require careful analysis are mentioned 

.J as episodes in a narrative and explained way, For example, 

the rise cf ~ttuveetil Pillaimar, the group of nobles 

suppressed by Martanda Varma is treated merely in political 

terms i.e. the resistance of a group of dissident lund lords 

against royal a•.1thority. Although it ls stated that conditions 

of anarchy prevailed in Travancore before Martanda Varma, no 

effort has b.~•:?n made to analyse the origin and growth c:f the 

c ondi ti ens of anarchy. Moreover, the link between the economic 

activity in Travancore and the g•:ov.Jth cf anarchy in the late 
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medieval period, is not focussed at all, which means that 

there is almost complete ignorance regarding the social 

ba.;;;is of the: disintegration of political authority and the 

growth of the t-1a:JamPi nobles who defied the royal a•.lthori ty 

so successfully for almost a century. 

It appears that fuller understanding of the reforms 

J cf l-1art::tnda Varma is possible only with an examination of 

the social and economic basis of political authority in medie-

val Travancore and such an examination has to concentrate 

en the agrarian relations, although the nature of internal 

and overseas trade in the region cannot be ignored. The 

growth of agrarian relations in Veryad has displayed a certctin 

continuity and the later developments in the agrarian relations 

can be account~d for only with an understanding of the earlier 

phases. Hence, the object of the chapters that follow is 

to trace the growth of agrarian relations in the region of 

Travancore (here described as the Ve~~retion) from early 

medieval times, and then to take up the developments in late 

medieval times for a more detailed examination. It is also 

proposed to t1 d'ce the evolution of political author:i ty in the 
,.--.,. 

region and to demonstrate the inter_)inkage betweenthe 

agrarian relations and political authority during the 

medieval period. 

Primarily three focal points for the interlinkage between 

agrarian conditions and political authority can be found in 

medieval Venad, viz. the temples and brahmanas in which the 

l?admanabha temple in Trivandrum held the crucial position, the 
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royal family with its branches and the non-brahmana landlords. 

All these class~s mainly subsisted on income from land, 

reolised in various forms. The nature of l~nd holding and 

the means used for realising the share of land produce 

from the cultivator by his overlord has been of crucial import

ance not only for organisation of economic activity but for 

political authority as well. The changes in the relations 

among the three classes mentioned above were based on the changes 

ir. the crganisation of productive activity. The main problem 

is to describe the complex relationships involved in the 

economic organisation. Only then would it be possible to show 

how with a given change in the production of relations
1 

certain 
( 

social groups hitherto holding an inferior or unimportant 

position became important. Such an exercise is necessary in 

the case of lc..te medieval Travz.ncore 1 where the three groups 

referred to abcve 1 came into con£ lict, resulting in the period 

of criss stat~d by all historians. 

Naturally, such an analysis would involve the nature of 

rights over land, economic and extra economic features in 

land relations and the problems of custOmary ties and proprietary 

rights. Political authority in pre-british Kerala was a cern-

binuti on of the use of force and customary obligations and 

how far these two features were linked to economic re lutions 

also, w.i 11 have to be explored. The conditions of land-

cwnership esr=ecidlly those denoting overlordship will have to 

be assessed. The ties of dependence among the various cate-

gories of ldndholders including those described as Janmis and 
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Ku9iyan~ (tenants) a~so have to be considered. 

Cn the basis of the available evidence the factors that 

led to t'ne crisis in Ve!!ad during late 17th and early 18th 

centuries, and its resolution by Iv!artanda Varma has to be 

studied. It will be argued in the folloNing chapters that the 

period of Hartanda Varma was the culmination of the politico

economic conditions that was developing during 16th-18th centu

ries in the region of Travancore. Instead of finding a dis

continuity between the period prior to t'iartanda varma and 

the times of Martanda Varma, the argument is developed to 

emphasise continuity and change, where one form of economic 

organisation was replaced by another but at the same time many 

features of the economic relations continued. 

The Sources 

The records from medieval Travancure, which form 

the basis of this study are mainly of two kinds; 1) stone 

inscriptions and copper plates 2) Palmleaf manuscripts. 

Majority of the stone inscriptions and copper plates from the 

Venad region were collected and published by the archaeology 

departmen~ of the State of Travancore, in their Travancore 

Archaeoloaical Reports, and they were transcribed, edited 

and published with detailed comments in the Travancore 

Archaeological Series between 1916 and 1938. Since then, 

mere inscriptions have been brought to light in the Annual 

R~Dorts c,f Indian _Epigraphy and Archeological Survey Reports 

from ti:ne to time. 
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in 
· Inscriptions from Tirunelveli District, included;the 

Annual Reports of Indian Epigraphy contain several inscri p

tions that refer to the Ver:ad princes. T.J:;1e Bpigraphy Depart

ment of the Government of Tamil Nadu has transcribed and 

published all the inscriptions that have been discovered from 

Kanyakumari District, as Kanyakumari Kalvettukal. 

Host of the inscriptions refer to land or money grants to 

temples made by rulers or private persons. Such records 

contin useful information on the types of land, irrigation, land 

tenure different forms of realisation of dues on land and 

the forms of transactions among rulers private persons, and 

temples. The records also give information on temple manage

ment. Since most of the records give the date in Kollam ~ra, 

it is also possible to trace the changes that were taking place 

in land transactions with chronological accuracy. Compared 

to other parts of Kerala, more inscriptions have been discover-

ed from the Venad region, which means that a careful study 

of the inscriptions of this region may be more rewarding. 

Palm.leaf documents have been disccvered from a m.1mber 

of temples. t1athas and sane private ho•.1ses, apart from 

the documents kept in Travancore palace, (Chellam vacia). 

The largest corpus of documents is preserved by the major 

temple of the region, Padmanabha temple of Trivandrum, called 

the I·1ati lakam Records. The records are preserved in about 

3000 palm-leaf rolls or c;urunas and each roll contains '" 

a n•.1mber of leaves. The earliest rec:>rds now pre served date 

back to 13th century A.D. A large number of leaves, e s_1-"eci ally 
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of 14th and 15th centuries are in a tattered condition, 

which means that much of the valuable information cannot 

be used. Hv..;ever, the archives department has preserved 

a summary of a 11 documents and the transcripts of 

important ones, which have been used in this study. Sane of 

the records have been published in SeJ.ections from Matilakam 

Records, edited by Ullur s. Parameswara Iyer, Travancore 

State t-':anual by T .K. Velu Pi llai and in Chronicles of Trivan 

drum Paaoda by K. Haheswaran Nayar. 

The Kerala state Archieves have preserved a number of 

miscellaneous documents from various parts cf Travancore 

which were transcribed and preserved as Show-case Records. 

The shc,w case Records also include documents vf the family 

cf Ramayyan Dalaway, the minister of r~artanda Varma. A 

collection of documents pertaining mostly to the land surveys 

under Martctnda Varma in 914 K.~. (1738- 9 A.D.) and 926 

K.E. (17?0-1 A.D.) can be found in the Travancore L~nd 

Reven·.1e Hanual Vol. V. Vol. IV of the Manual also 

contains a ~seful account of the history cf land Revenue. 

rl collection of records selected from the Travancore Palace 

Uecords hctvc Leen published t~ M. Hajctraja Vdrma Raja 

as 'Some Travdncore Dynastic Records• in Ker~la Society 

Papers. 

Anlther important collection cf records, useful for the 

st•Jdy c:f land relations in the region cf Nanjinadu and the 

activities of merchants, are th~ Periaveetu Mudaliar 
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Manuscripts. The collection has been preserved in the 

Kerdla :::>tdte ~~rchieves. some of the documents have been 

transcribed and pJblished by s. nesivinayagam Pillai, in 

Keral9 Societv Papers, and more docmnents'' frcm this collection 

are being transcribed. A useful s'..lmmary of all records 

in this collection has been preserved in the state Archieves. 

Two other ccllections cf documents have been recovered 

recently one collection is from the house of Vanjipu_~a 

Ivla<;lampi 1 the over lord c>f the highlands and forests, now coming 

under the Pathanamthitta District in Kerala. The second is 

frorn l'lunchira r·l<.i~_ham in Kanyakumari District which control-

led the Tiruvattar temple. Scme of the records in the Vanji-

pu~a collection have been published by K. Haheswaram Nayar 

as Pattu KalpanakaJ. Mcst of the records in these coll~ction 

huve n'-~t been transcril1ed i:lnd they have not been fully used in 

this st'.ldy. 

Infcrmation given by most cf the travellers who visited 

Kerala d•..1ring medieval period has been used in this study, 

~articularly those visiting Kollam. Notices cf Travancore 

given i~ th~ Dutch Records, and also the descriptions given 

by the Nieu11o£f on Kollam and tbe surroundings have been used • 

.Similo.rly, recurds 0nd diarles kept by the fact0rs of Anjengo 

and their letters to Tellichery and ~crt St. George h0ve been 

used pctrticularly for the period of Martanda Varma. 

A n'.lrnber cf literary so•.uces on the medieval period are 

av ai lab le, in Sanskrit and Halayalam. Scme cf them are his

torically useful like Syanand::ira purana Samuche.hayam, Hartan-
' . 

damahutmyarn, Iravikut-typi~~aiporu, Ramappayyan 1-.mmanai 1 
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Kunjuths;unpi Raman Thampi Kat;ha and Unnun11isandesam. This 

study does not rely heavily on the literary sources as it 

is primarily concerned with the links between agrarian relations ,, 

<J.t:.d political ctuthori ty. Ho\vever 1 they are used whenever 

necessary. 

licwever majority of the material used this study ccme frcm 

two sources. The Travancore Archaeological Series and 

>~ati l<ikctm Records. Reliance on these sources was basically 

beca•.1se must of the information on agrdrian relations and 

politica.l authority in Trivandrum and Kanyakumari can be 

obtain~d fr(Jm these so• . .lrces. However~ it is possible that 

the iJict'..tre given on th:~ land relations and political structure 

c:.Jiven in thf!se ,)clcuments may be val•.1e-loaded 1 as they refer 

:r.ain ly tu tr ctnsacti on s by the temples and brdt1manas. The iJ 

accc.• .. mt d political affairs of Venad given in the Hatilakam 

f<ecords is the point cf view of the authorities of the 

Padmanctbha temple, and hence, an element of prejudice in 

their statements cannot; be ruled out. Similarly, the agrarian 

re lw.ti ()ns portrayed in the i nscri pti ons and records do not 

0i.ve d complete picture as we get practically nothing on 
of 

the dCti vi t~i es/ :wn-br·d.hmana~ landholders, not <.J.t tached or 

obliged to the temple, or the condition cf the actudl cultivator: 

This point is clearly d~monstrated in the absence of detdiled 

references to cultivations of cash crops1 and the activities 

of merchants, v.;hich can be obtained only from the accounts 

by £ oreigners. HenC!!, the study based on the present set of 

eviu~nce cannot hope to be comprehensive and nor be free from 

pre:judice 1 becd.use cf the inherent limi t::1tions of the evidence. 
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The secondary scurces also are not useful in filling 

this voic. As pointed out earlier, most of the histories 

of Travanccre deal mdinly with mcdern Trav:~ncore, and mention 

vn ly sorr.e crucial poli. tical events duri. ng medieva 1 period • 

.r.::ven the chrunulogy of Ve~dd rulers available in the second

ary worl-:s is not free fr(){"';1 problems. 

However, there is a wealth of secondary material on 

the period of l·iartanda Varma, from the histories of Travancore 

by l-'ach•1 Huthathu and Shungoony I-1enon to the study of Martan-

da Varma by Ibrahim Kunju, which have been used in this study. 

He wever, Very little has been added to the <..,bservations by Blam

kulam K•Jnjan Pillai on the medieval sccial and economic rela

tions by the ether historians. 

Hence, thi.s study is mostly based on primary sources, 

with secondary material used whenever necessary. Since 

the transcripts and translations of primary material are not 

free f rem error, in accuracies may have occurred in some 

of the descriptions end the interpretations based en 

the material. 

The H~thod and Scheme of Study 

The propuseJ study concentrates on the agraridn re lutions 

and political authority in the V~~~d region between 14th and 

the first half of 18th centuries which may be defined as 

the 1'1ediev.::d period in the history of Travanccre. Both 

continuity and change in the medieval political and economical 

conditions are under consideration, it is important to 

provi~ the backgro\· J to the growth of medeival conditions. 
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Hence, the study begins with a description of the geography, 

the resources and the prod~ction conditions in the region 

and then traces the economic conditions in early medieval 

Vez:ad, particulctr ly of the centuries that immediately _ 

followed the decline of the later Chera Kingdom. (i.e. 12th 

13th centuries). 

This is followed by a description of the land tenures and 

the modes of realisation of the share of the produce. 

Since the tenurial forms in the region are complex, all the 

subdivisions of each tenure and the variations within each 

sub.divisions are described with examples. Since the date 

is not adequate to calculate the amount of the share cf 

produce realised, no quanti£ ication has been done and the 

information em the amount realised has to be treated as separate 

cases. Hence, only the general fea'.:.•.nes of the tenurial forms 

are outlined. Modes of realisation sometime appear in the 

form of taxes or tolls to the rulers, and sometimes as rent 

or share of the produce. There are many instances where the 

rectl.J Sdtion appears both as tax and rent. No attempt has been 

made tc characterise the forms of realisation; instead 

they ar~~ descril.1ed as they apper1r to be in the course of exa

mjning the \vhole transctction. 

An understanding of the tenurial fcrms is necessary to 

understand the medieval agrarian relations, as some tenures such 

as ::_->tti are crucial in understanding the changes that were 
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taking place in the medieval times. Since the problem tackled 

by the st·J.dy is the deve lopnents in the late mediev a 1 

times, the tenures that have been recorded in the documents 
', 

oi late 17th and early 18th centuries have been used as the basis 

fer the st~dy of wedieval land transactions. As far as 

possible, changes in the nature of landholdings •.1nder each 

tenure in the medieval period, will be traced. 

In the s·J.bse<T.lent two chapters, an attemJ,.Jt is made to 

trdce the gro·.-~th cf agrarian relations from 14th to 1 7t.h 

centuries. This part will be divided into two sections, the 

first will be to study the land transactions and att't!rnpt to 

cirriv~ at a few general conclusions regarding the changes 

tpat were taking place in the conditions of agricultur~l pro-

duction, a.nd the organisation of agriculture. The problems 

that Jev._:loi--ed in the realisation cf the share e;f the produce 

and service obligations to the temple and the ruler wi 11 

be studied and attem_t:Jts to resolve the problems at each stage 

by the aominant classes of rulers, brahmanas and non-

br~hmana landlords will be outlined. 

Ti.<· n<·XL S•"Ct.ion wi 11 st•.1dy the impact of the changes in 

agrdrian relJtions on the three crucial sections, the temple 

will be to show the changes that were taking place in the 

r~lations among the three classes, and to find out why 

the develop.nent of a stable agrarian system and political 

authority in medieval Venad was impossible. 

The last t•.vC' cha;_:->ters ta~e up the political and economic 

crisis in t1le later medieval pericd and changes in the economic 
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organisation under Martanda Varma. The crisis is explained 

as the res•.dt of th.:: stresses and strains developing in 

U:e medieval lJOli tic a 1 and eccnomic relations developing 

d·.ning earlier centuries. 'l'h~ V-3.rio'..!.s ft:!c.tures cf the crisis 1 

its impact on the political conditions, relations among the 

dominctnt se;cia.l classes and the conditions of agricultural 

prcduction and trade are o•-.1tlined, in det3il. In this chapter, 

t"he effort v1i 11 not be to o•-.1t line the events as s11ch but 

to sh0\<1 how events .,.,ere shaped by medieval econL>mic relations. 

Th~ final chapter will be devoted to a re-~ssessment of 

tr.e adr:1inistrative reforms by Martd.nda Vurma. The response 

o[ vario1s social classes to the crisis of late medeival 

period 1•ruvide the background to the reforms, and an attem_tJt 

will be made to find out the allies 3.nd enemies of Martanda 

Varma in his effort to resolve the crisis. Martanda Varma's 

ref crms are seen i1. connection with the medieval agrarian system 

0.nd the elem.:!nts cf continuity and change will be ascertained. 

It is important also to understand the changes in the function 

of the state in organising the economic activity in the 
the 

region
1 

and hence, an attempt wi 11 be made to study /str·.1cture 

cf state power under Hartanda Varma. 

Tl1e• ch .. _q;ters th<.1t follow are not intended to p.rovide 

d det.J f 1~d poli ti ca 1 hi stc·ry of the region. They do not contain 

a detctiled exa.rnination of the growth of trade in medieval 

Ve~ad, except in the last two chapters, where some inforrnat.ion 

is given. Political events are unly treated in connection 

with economic conditions, particularly agrarian relations and 

and the ret c•r e the details vf some major poli tica 1 events1 

like t-rle i~dyaka inv ·.sions of Travanccre and the relations of 
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Trdv .::~ncore with the European powers are not cO\}si de red 

in detail. The su.ccession of princes in the Venad fdffiily 

sir:1ilarly is discussed as far as it is relevant to the subject 

under discussion, and mostly the traditional chronology, 

given in most of the histories of Travancore is used, unless 

there is serious doubt on the crder of succession. The 

dates of ~v~nts ahd transactions are generally given in the 

Kollam £rd, the traditional calender used in the documents, 

which CQ~menced in 824-5 A.D. 

M cc:r.:1ment should be made on the use of sources. It mcty 

apr:::e.:u tLcJ.t some parts of the chapters that follow are stuffed ... . 

with toe· mctny details. Details are given to illustrate the 

c~nplexjties in land tenures and transactions among various 

socictl clusses, <J.nd care is taken to yive sufficient exdffiples 

[t.r <J.ll vari<.~tions in the tr:1.nsactions. Some significc.tnt 

docur.1-:=nts are exar.lined in detail, mainly becu•.1se they are the 

only availdLle evidence that illustrate a particular feature 

of tru~ ograrian system. ;;luch a procedure, although cumbersexne 

1.e:.d to Le adopted in the absence cf any previous disc 1ssion of 

tht! so'.lrces in the secondary works. 

Finully, the study does not attempt to use the generctlly 

accepted c'haru.cteris.:1tions of medieval social, and economic 

relations. !io·...,ever 1 sorne attempt is made to arrive at a 

~resented. Similarly, the evolution ct state in medieval 

Travancore is also discussed, but without confining the 
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discussion VJithin the frame of an accepted model. The 

generalisation are at best tentative, which may be confirmed 

by detailed studies in com pari son vii th the'' deve lor:ments 

in the rest of Kerala and South India. 
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